The Fifth Gospel
A Novel, by Ian Caldwell
[Simon & Schuster, 9781451694147, $25.99]
“One of the great mysteries of the Catholic Church, The Shroud of Turin, has inspired one of the great writers of our time to create this masterful thriller. Two brothers—Alex, a Greek Catholic priest, and Simon, a Roman Catholic priest—are drawn into the intrigue surrounding the Shroud and the origins of the Church following the murder of their friend Ugo, an eccentric curator obsessed with the Shroud who was preparing a major exhibit in the Vatican Gallery. Alex and Simon are dedicated brothers and priests, yet as different in temperament and faith as they are similar in conviction and loyalty. Caldwell unveils much about the world behind the Vatican walls, even as the intricate plot builds to a climax. A spectacular achievement!”
—Luisa Smith, Book Passage, Corte Madera, CA
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A Novel, by Josh Cook
(Melville House, 9781612194271, paper, $16.95)
Recommended by Liberty Hardy, RiverRun Books, Portsmouth, NH

Epitaph
A Novel of the O.K. Corral, by Mary Doria Russell
(Ecco, 9780062198761, $27.99)
Recommended by Kathi Kirby, Powell's Books, Portland, OR

Aquarium
by David Vann
(Atlantic Monthly Press, 9780802123527, $24)
Recommended by Sheryl Cotleur, Copperfield's Books, Sebastopol, CA

The Room
A Novel, by Jonas Karlsson
(Hogarth, 9780804139984, paper, $14)
Recommended by Kelsey Myers, Old Firehouse Books, Fort Collins, CO

Where the Dead Pause, and the Japanese Say Goodbye
A Journey, by Marie Mutsuki Mockett
(W.W. Norton, 9780393063011, $26.95)
Recommended by Rachel Cass, Harvard Book Store, Cambridge, MA

Dead Wake
The Last Crossing of the Lusitania, by Erik Larson
(Crown, 9780307408860, $26)
Recommended by Jon Grand, The Book Stall at Chestnut Court, Winnetka, IL

Welcome to Braggsville
A Novel, by T. Geronimo Johnson
(William Morrow, 97800623020120, $25.99)
Recommended by Jann Griffiths, BookSmart, Morgan Hill, CA

Leaving Berlin
A Novel, by Joseph Kanon
(Atria Books, 9781476704647, $27)
Recommended by Linda Bond, Auntie's Bookstore, Spokane, WA
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Soil
A Novel, by Jamie Kornegay
(Simon & Schuster, 9781476750811, $26)
Recommended by Josh Christie, Sherman's Books and Stationery, Bar Harbor, ME

The Valley
A Novel, by John Renehan
(Dutton, 9780525954866, $26.95)
Recommended by Lyn Roberts, Square Books, Oxford, MS

Ongoingness
The End of a Diary, by Sarah Manguso
(Graywolf Press, 9781555977030, $20)
Recommended by Sarah Hollenbeck, Women & Children First, Chicago, IL
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Young Skins
Stories, by Colin Barrett
(Black Cat, 9781612194337, paper, $15)
Recommended by Llalan Fowler, Main Street Books, Mansfield, OH

H Is for Hawk
by Helen Macdonald
(Grove Press, 9781555977030, $20)
Recommended by Karen Frank, Northshire Bookstore, Manchester Center, VT
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A Novel, by Reif Larsen
(Penguin Press, 9781594206160, $29.95)
Recommended by Bill Carl, The Booksellers on Fountain Square, Cincinnati, OH
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The Bookseller
A Novel, by Cynthia Swanson
(Harper, 9780062333001, $25.99)
Recommended by Susan Tunis, Bookshop West Portal, San Francisco, CA
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Recommended by Rick Simonson, The Elliott Bay Book Company, Seattle, WA
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Announcing IndieBound Hardcover Books

Now in Paperback

**The Black-Eyed Blond**
A Philip Marlowe Novel, by Benjamin Black
Picador
9781250062123, $16
Recommended in hardcover by Lauren Peugh, Changing Hands Bookstore, Tempe, AZ

**Boy, Snow, Bird**
A Novel, by Helen Oyeyemi
Riverhead Trade
9781594633409, $16
Recommended in hardcover by Amanda Hurley, Inwood Books, Tampa, FL

**Cairo Affair**
by Olen Steinhauer
Picador
9781250036155, $16
Recommended in hardcover by Darwin Ellis, Books on the Common, Ridgefield, CT

**The Enchanted**
A Novel, by Rene Denfeld
Harper Perennial
9780062285585, $14.99
Recommended in hardcover by Jessie Martin, Nicola’s Books, Ann Arbor, MI

**Frog Music**
A Novel, by Emma Donoghue
Back Bay Books
9780316324670, $17
Recommended in hardcover by Kat Bailey, Bookshop Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA

**The Good Girl**
A Novel, by Mary Kubica
MIRA
978077837760, $14.95
Recommended in hardcover by Melanie Green, Bluebird Books, Hutchinson, KS

**The Intern’s Handbook**
A John Lago Thriller, by Shane Kuhn
Simon & Schuster, 9781476733845, $15
Recommended in hardcover by Heather Christman Johnston, Warwick’s La Jolla, CA

**Murder at Cape Three Points**
An Inspector Darko Dawson Mystery, by Kwei Quartey
Soho Crime
9781616954833, $14.95
Recommended in hardcover by Janice Hunsche, Kaleidosaurus Books, Metamora, IN

**The Quick**
A Novel, by Lauren Owen
Random House Trade Paperbacks
9780812983432, $16
Recommended in hardcover by Billie Bloebaum, Powell’s Books, Portland, OR

**Savage Harvest**
A Tale of Cannibals, Colonialism, and Michael Rockefeller’s Tragic Quest, by Carl Hoffman
William Morrow Paperbacks
9780062398686, $15.99
Recommended in hardcover by Kenny Brechner, Devaney, Doak & Garrett Booksellers, Farmington, ME

**The Serpent of Venice**
A Novel, by Christopher Moore
William Morrow Paperbacks
9780061779770, $15.99
Recommended in hardcover by Carol Schneck Varner, Schuler Books & Music, Okemos, MI

**The Sun and Other Stars**
A Novel, by Brigid Pasulka
Simon & Schuster
9781451667127, $16
Recommended in hardcover by Anderson McKean, Page & Palette, Fair Hope, AL

Listings with this symbol are Indies Introduce Debut Authors titles. These outstanding books by first-time authors were chosen by independent booksellers to share with readers everywhere.

Look for additional Indies Introduce titles each month, and discover fresh new talent!